Critical Care Medicine and Infectious Diseases: An Emerging Combined Subspecialty in the United States
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The recent rise in unfilled training positions among infectious diseases (ID) fellowship programs nationwide indicates that ID is declining as a career choice among internal medicine residency graduates. Supplementing ID training with training in critical care medicine (CCM) might be a way to regenerate interest in the specialty. Hands-on patient care and higher salaries are obvious attractions. High infection prevalence and antibiotic resistance in intensive care units, expanding immunosuppressed host populations, and public health crises such as the recent Ebola outbreak underscore the potential synergy of CCM-ID training. Most intensivists receive training in pulmonary medicine and only 1% of current board-certified intensivists are trained in ID. While still small, this cohort of CCM-ID certified physicians has continued to rise over the last 2 decades. ID and CCM program leadership nationwide must recognize these trends and the merits of the CCM-ID combination to facilitate creation of formal dual-training opportunities.
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Critical care medicine (CCM) is the specialty focused on the diagnosis and management of life-threatening conditions. Intensive care units (ICUs) in the United States have historically been managed primarily by pulmonologists due to the major roles that respiratory disease and mechanical ventilation have during critical illness. However, anesthesiologists, surgeons, emergency medicine physicians, neurologists, hospitalists, and other internists comprise a growing proportion of practitioners providing intensive care today, mirroring the increasing complexity of the critically ill patient population and the diverse set of diseases that mandate ICU care. Multidisciplinary ICU care has the potential to benefit patients through access to physicians with different skill sets, and may also offer additional options for clinical practice and higher career satisfaction for physicians.

Infection maintains a conspicuous presence in ICUs worldwide. In a point prevalence study, 51% of the 13,796 patients in 1,265 ICUs across 75 countries were considered infected, and 71% were receiving antibiotics [1]. The diagnosis and treatment of these infections is becoming an increasingly complicated task for the intensivist, given the alarming milieu of “bad bugs, no drugs” [2], an aging and more immunocompromised patient population, a wider array of sophisticated but complex diagnostic modalities, and a constant race against the clock for administration of appropriate antibiotics in potentially septic patients [3]. Formal training of the intensivist in ID has strong potential for synergy in patient care, clinical and epidemiologic research, and the design and execution of control strategies for pandemics and biological warfare.

In this article, we focus on historical and recent trends in CCM and ID in the United States with an emphasis on the rise in dual trained CCM-ID specialists,
and discuss the merits as well as logistical issues of combined CCM-ID training. Our goal is to heighten awareness of this promising combination specialty among trainees and underscore the need for academic programs that offer formal pathways for training in CCM-ID.

THE GROWING DEMAND FOR INTENSIVISTS

The concept of CCM can trace its roots to the successful use of mechanical ventilation during the polio epidemic in Copenhagen in 1952 [4]. The concept of an ICU quickly spread around the world, due to the increase in number of mechanically ventilated patients and the higher efficiency in care achieved by placing these patients in close proximity to each other. Since the late 1960's, most US hospitals have maintained at least 1 ICU. The use of critical care services in the United States has expanded dramatically over the past several decades, outpacing the growth of most other areas of healthcare [5]. The increase in critical care services has been paralleled by a recognition that ICU patients should be cared for by physicians with special training and expertise. Within the American Board of Medical Specialties, 4 member boards (Internal Medicine, General Surgery, Pediatrics, and Anesthesiology) offer CCM certification. The American Board of Internal Medicine offered its first subspecialty exam for CCM in 1987 [6]. There is now a strong body of evidence to support the benefit of trained intensivists in caring for ICU patients, both in terms of improved patient outcomes and cost-effectiveness [7–9].

Today, the demand for intensivists continues to rise, bolstered by patient factors that include an aging and more medically complex population, as well as safety and regulatory factors such as the Leapfrog Group ICU staffing recommendations and Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) resident duty hour limitations. Many have raised concerns that these trends will lead to a relative shortage of intensivists in the near future. Indeed, the Committee on Manpower for the Pulmonary and Critical Care Societies study estimated that without an increase in the number of intensivists, there could be a 20% deficit in the supply of intensivists by 2020 [10]. As internal medicine (IM) remains the parent specialty for the majority of intensivists in this country, standardizing the training requirements for intensivists seeking CCM certification while allowing flexibility for dual training in other specialties has recently been the focus of a task force from the Critical Care Societies Collaborative [11].

CRITICAL CARE TRAINING PATHWAYS OFFERED THROUGH INTERNAL MEDICINE

There are currently several pathways to CCM board eligibility through IM. CCM board eligibility can be obtained for physicians with IM training alone through a two-year fellowship; for IM physicians with training in another IM subspecialty, one year of CCM fellowship training is required. By far, the majority of training programs that lead to CCM board eligibility in the U.S. are the traditional three-year pulmonary/critical care medicine (PCCM) programs (see Figure 1 for the distribution of subspecialties across new CCM graduates). For example, in 2012–2013, 138 PCCM fellowship programs comprised approximately 1500 positions with 500 graduates each year; in contrast, the 34 Internal Medicine-Critical Care Medicine (IM-CCM) programs currently have 200 positions with 100 graduates each year [12]. The IM-CCM programs are filled by a combination of trainees with background in IM alone, emergency medicine, and IM with another medical subspecialty (most commonly cardiology, nephrology, and infectious diseases).

INCREASING NUMBERS OF CCM-ID SPECIALISTS IN THE UNITED STATES

Today there are 113 physicians in the United States with active certifications in CCM and ID, where the second initial
certification (referring to initial certification in ID if already CCM certified and vice versa) occurred in or after 1990. While they constitute only 1% of those who are CCM board certified, they represent 12% of the CCM certifications among those with non-pulmonary subspecialties (Figure 1). The American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM) indicates that the number of such new second initial certifications over the following four 6-year periods was as follows: 7 in 1990–95, 22 in 1996–2001, 30 in 2002–07 and 54 in 2008–13. Although the absolute number of candidates with new second initial certifications remains small, this sustained increase over time suggests that growth in the CCM-ID graduate pool is likely to continue.

To achieve dual certification in CCM and ID, a minimum 2-year fellowship in ID and 1 year in CCM is required by the ACGME. Almost 90% of CCM-ID candidates have certified in CCM after ID training. The observed rise in CCM-ID graduates, despite a shortage of dedicated dual-training tracks, suggests that the majority of candidates are applying separately to fellowship programs for each subspecialty. It seems likely that the number of CCM-ID graduates could be even higher if this combined training pathway was as well known as PCCM and similarly obtained without the onerous task of reapplying for another fellowship during busy training years.

SYNERGY OF CCM-ID IN THE CLINICAL AND RESEARCH ARENAS

Expertise in ID is likely to benefit the practice of critical care given the prevalence of infectious conditions in the ICU and their impact on outcomes. More than half of ICU patients receive at least 1 antibiotic during their stay in the ICU [13], and it is well known that the presence of infection is a key determinant of adverse outcomes for critically ill patients [1]. In fact, overlooked nuances in presentation can greatly influence survival in sepsis, which is among the most common problems faced by an intensivist and is the leading cause of death in non-coronary ICUs [14]. Hospital-acquired infections, including ventilator-associated pneumonia, Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhea, urinary-tract infections, and catheter-related bloodstream infections, all occur at a much higher rate in the ICU than on the general wards [15]. The corollary that expertise in CCM is likely to benefit the practice of ID is also true; given that a large proportion of ID consults occur in ICU patients. In addition, as hospitals and medical systems update their preparations for large-scale highly contagious outbreaks, bioterrorism, and disaster management, hospital epidemiologists are often on the front line of making recommendations.

Furthermore, although the number of hospitalized patients with AIDS has declined, there is a growing number of other types of patients with compromised immune systems who require critical care services, many of them for complex infectious problems that involve unusual pathogens [16]. This “new age” immunocompromised population includes recipients of high-risk allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell and organ transplantation, myeloablative and cytotoxic chemotherapy, monoclonal antibodies, and other cellular and biological immunomodulating therapies. These patients may initially mask profound illness; require complicated antibiotic dosage adjustments in the setting of hypoalbuminemia, third spacing of fluid, organ failures, continuous renal replacement therapy; and need careful monitoring for severe drug-drug interactions and toxicities. The need for timely recognition and management of infection-related issues in this population has been recognized. In fact, at many centers of excellence for oncology and transplantation nationwide, the ID consultant is part of the rounding team and offers input on each case. An ID-trained intensivist might be able to play a larger role in the ICUs at institutes like these.

No studies have explicitly examined the benefit of care from physicians dual-trained in ID and CCM, but there is strong evidence to support the benefit of ID consultation in critically ill patients with serious infections. For example, some studies have found that having an established ID consultation program in the ICU may help improve diagnosis of infection and administration of appropriate antibiotics, reduce duration of antibiotics, and improve patient outcomes such as ICU length of stay, resource utilization, and mortality [17, 18]. Recently, a much larger study using Medicare claims data found that after risk adjustment, ID intervention in patients with 11 serious but common infectious diagnoses, including septic shock, bacteraemia, meningitis, and C. difficile, was associated with better outcomes and lower costs of care [19]. This study also found a significant reduction (by 3.7% fewer days) in ICU length of stay as well as 30-day hospital readmission rates, and that the benefit was highest when patients were seen by ID physicians earlier in their course. Another study found improved outcomes and healthcare costs associated with early ID consults in solid organ transplant patients admitted for infectious complications [20]. For patients with bacteremia, numerous studies have shown that ID consultation reduces morbidity and mortality as well as total cost of care, again demonstrating greatest benefit with consultation early in the course of illness [21–25].

One might argue that if ID consultative services are so readily available to intensivists, there is no need to pursue CCM-ID training. However, infection diagnosis, control, prophylaxis, and management are engrained in day-to-day ICU management, so that related questions that arise greatly exceed the average daily number of ID consultations in any given ICU. Moreover, ID consultative services are usually dependent on recognition of a problem that warrants their input by the primary providers. If the intensivist is trained in ID, missed opportunities for valuable ID input could be greatly avoided.
In addition to its clinical synergy, all of the topics discussed above are important areas for research and quality improvement. In particular, there is great interest in improving surveillance and prevention of healthcare-associated infections, especially in the current era where hospital-acquired infections are linked to reimbursement penalties. Sepsis is the target of much active research in terms of epidemiology, pathophysiology, prevention, and treatment. There is a growing recognition of the importance of antibiotic stewardship programs, particularly in the ICU where the rational use of antimicrobial agents is arguably most important [26]. The ICU has been on the frontline of emerging infectious diseases, (West Nile virus outbreak in 1999, the severe acute respiratory syndrome epidemic in 2003, the outbreak of the hypervirulent strain of C. difficile NAP1/027, the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic, and today’s outbreak of Ebola virus disease), where often the first reports of disease biology and treatment are generated, and where research into the pathophysiology and host response to the infectious agent begin.

The recent Ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak highlights some of the advantages of having dual trained specialists involved in both in the clinical and research arenas. Patients and healthcare workers (HCW) both benefitted from those with dual training as those specialists helped in preparing teams for the serious challenges patients with EVD present. This included preparing and training a multidisciplinary team in donning and doffing personal protective equipment (PPE), practicing invasive procedures that demand technical proficiency when dexterity is limited in full PPE, addressing the increased manpower demands of caring for a seriously ill patient with EVD, and preparing for disposal and decontamination of equipment while at the same time maximizing patient and HCW safety [27–30]. Teams of physicians from both specialties have also advanced potential research questions that might have been difficult without the participation of dual trained specialists [31].

Future pandemics will undoubtedly require expertise in both critical care and infectious diseases. While dual specialization in CCM and ID is clearly not a requirement to participate in research in any of these areas, the expertise afforded by clinical training in both fields offers unique insight into these important problems and supplies the critical thinking that is needed to formulate robust research questions in the field.

CREATING RENEWED ENTHUSIASM TO TRAIN IN ID

In recent years, ID has been declining in popularity as a specialty choice among IM residents. The 2015 fellowship match results released by the National Resident Matching Program revealed that ID and Nephrology were the only 2 subspecialties within IM that had a decline in the number of applicants [32]. The proportion of certified ID programs with unfilled positions has risen over the last 3 years from 34% in 2013 to 51% in 2015, with many programs unable to fill a single spot in the match. Interestingly, over the same period, 12.2% more programs have been certified to provide ID training despite the decline in match rate [32]. The problem is multifactorial: fewer graduates are pursuing IM, and within IM, many residents are more attracted to the procedure-oriented specialties like cardiology and gastroenterology that command higher salaries. Indeed, the salary of the average ID physician is lower than any other IM field (averaging $170 000 in 2012 compared to $185 000 for general internists and $240 000 for intensivists) [33], such that ID fellowship is essentially asking young physicians to spend more time in training for less money. This, coupled with the increasing educational debt burden of medical school graduates, may make ID as a career choice financially prohibitive.

Recognizing the declining interest among IM residents in pursuing ID training, Chandrasekar et al suggested initiatives to try to create more enthusiasm for the field, which included promotion of CCM-ID and Geriatrics-ID as combined fellowships [34]. Combining CCM and ID training could make ID more appealing overall by improving the average salary of the ID physician, increasing the diversity of practice through more procedures and “hands-on” patient care, and fostering more opportunities in research and quality improvement, while simultaneously easing the growing demand for intensivists nationwide. Whether these suggestions are incorporated into recommendations from the Task Force on ID Recruitment (recently convened by the Infectious Diseases Society of America) remains to be seen [35].

ADVANCING THE CONCEPT OF DUAL TRAINING

Given the clear synergy of CCM-ID, the growing interest among trainees, and the potential benefit to patients and hospitals, we should be considering ways to advance this promising dual specialty. We believe there are four major areas that are critical to this process. First, the creation of additional fellowship programs with a combined track in both specialties is essential. Currently, as discussed, interested IM residents may be discouraged by the need to apply to 2 separate fellowships. In addition, combining it into one streamlined program could shorten training by 1 year, especially for trainees interested in a clinical track. Second, a multidisciplinary approach among intensivist groups managing ICUs worldwide should be encouraged. This is particularly important because a lack of available jobs would stymie the field even if more CCM-ID fellows were trained. Third, the ID community should consider additional training in CCM as synergistic and recognize the importance of fostering interest in ICU and hospital-based infectious diseases. For comparison, there are approximately 50 000 new diagnoses of human immunodeficiency virus and 15 000 deaths in patients with AIDS per
POTENTIAL LIMITATIONS FROM COMBINING CCM AND ID

There may be some limitations to training in CCM-ID. The ICU is demanding, and the attention of intensivists is constantly required for many different tasks throughout their shift. This environment is less conducive to dedicating large amounts of time and attention by the primary provider to a single complex clinical ID related question, something that a separate ID consultant would likely be more inclined to do. Depending on the departmental framework, it is conceivable that ID divisions may lose revenue to CCM or pulmonary divisions if and when CCM-ID specialists manage patients with complex infections in the ICU that would have otherwise been consulted on by their ID counterparts. Finally, the job market is not flooded with customized offers for CCM-ID graduates yet. Consequently, dual-trained graduates in both community and academic settings have often had to steer their practice toward one of the 2 specialties. Universal formalization of the dual training process and heightened awareness among program and hospital leadership of the potential importance of CCM-ID could mitigate this problem considerably.

CONCLUSIONS

Critical care medicine has expanded beyond its humble origins in primarily managing respiratory failure with mechanical ventilation. Today, the complexity of ICU patients is greater than ever, and infections play a major role in precipitating critical illness leading to ICU admission, complicating the ICU course, and causing death. Despite a conspicuous dearth in training programs offering dual training in CCM and ID, there has been a sharp rise in new CCM-ID graduates over the last 2 decades, independent of the growth in overall ID graduates. Given the strong potential for synergy in clinical care and research, this combined subspecialty will likely continue to grow in the future, and provisions to foster this interest must be encouraged.
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